
AMI Directions:  For every day of AMI, choose a vocabulary term from the 
Unit 3 (C) Vocabulary list and complete a “Who, What, When, Where, Why, 
and Why Significant” analysis of the term. 

 

Who, What, When, Where, Why, and Why Significant  

Who: When incorporating in your writing the "who ", include any individual, or combinations of 
individuals (groups) that are associated with the term. If the term is an individual 
or a group give background information about the individual or group that would make 
the reader more familiar with them. For example, Abraham Lincoln was originally 
an Illinois lawyer who...  

What: When incorporating in your writing the "what", include all the information you can about 
what the term did. For example, what happ ened if the term is an event, what the person did if 
the term is a person, or what an object did if the term is an object. Most importantly 
give as many details as you can when describing the "wh at”.  

When: When incorporating in your writing the "when", include a date or time period in 
which the term is associated. For example, if it is a person, on what date or in what time 
period did they say something meaningful or do something meaningful. Be as specific 
as you can accurately be. For example, Abraham  
inaugurated on March 4, 1861. Or, Lincoln was inaugurated as president of the 
U.S. after James Buchanan and before Andrew Johnson.  

Where: When incorporating in your writing the "where”, include the place or places (as 
descriptive as possible) with which the term is associated. For example, Abraham 
Lincoln was assassinated in the balcony of Ford's Theater located in Washington D.C.  

Why: When incorporating in your writing the "why", include what the cause is of 
the main issue or event associated with the term. If there is more than one cause 
include all causes and explain in detail.  

Why Significant: When incorporating in your writing the "why significant", explain why the term is 
important in American History. Think about the biggest impact that it had and 
explain that in detail.  

 

The Unit 3 (C )Vocabulary is below. 

 



 

Unit 3 (C)  

 

Stock Market Crash 

Black Tuesday 

Credit/Installment Buying 

Buying Stocks on Margin 

Margin Call 

Overproduction/Under consumption 

Federal Reserve Bank 

Bank Run 

Great Depression 

Inflation 

Deflation 

John Maynard Keyes 

Keynesian Economics 

Pump priming 

Treaty of Versailles 

Reparation payments 

Hawley-Smoot Tariff 

Moratorium on foreign debt 

Herbert Hoover 

Franklin D. Roosevelt 

New Deal 

Andrew Mellon 

Hoover Dam 

Reconstruction Finance Corporation 

Dorothea Lange 



The Migrant Mother 

The Grapes of Wrath 

John Steinbeck 

Breadlines 

Hoovervilles 

The Bonus Army 

 

 

 


